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SeaIntelligence Consulting Liner Shipping 2025 How to emerge victorious? Lars Jensen, CEO SeaIntelligence Consulting
Liner Shipping 2025 - CIFFA
Liner Shipping 2025 How to Survive and Thrive Lars Jensen, CEO SeaIntelligence Consulting Agenda • Is liner shipping going to be disrupted? •
Tactical versus strategic challenges • The nature of business relations • Exception management at the core • Process management
Q1.20 Macro-economic outlook 2020 2025: South Africa sees ...
Liner Shipping… Railroad density Q120 Macro-economic outlook 2020–2025: South Africa sees its growth outlook sag further on lack of sufficient
regulatory reforms and repair 10th January 2020 Figure 3: Summary, % real growth rates (incl residual) 2019 Q1
Global Shipping Markets - Link
Jan 01, 2018 · shipping, liner shipping, shipyards, ferry and RoRo, and technical ship management Our combination of deep sector understanding,
technical expertise and market-leading insight increases our confidence in our actions and ability to deliver the right results for our clients We focus
on advising users of international multi-modal
Introduction to the Integrated Transport Planning Model ...
Liner Shipping Network Module Details of shipping services Vessel type, frequency, ports of calls Estimate future shipping network 2025 Joint study :
ESCAP/KMI and regional experts Advisory services for countries Application of ITPM to transport planning and policy formulation
Disruption in the maritime business, starting today
Shipping in the year 2025 Disruption in the maritime business, starting today SeaIntel Consulting RevMan Consulting Monday October 5 th 2015 |
Aalborg University Copenhagen Campus
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REVIEW - UNCTAD
ii NOTE NOTE The Review of Maritime Transport is a recurrent publication prepared by the UNCTAD secretariat since 1968 with the aim of
fostering the transparency of maritime markets and analysing relevant developments Any factual or editorial corrections that may prove necessary,
based on comments made by Governments, will be reflected in a
State of the Cruise Industry
• The cruise ship order book from 2018-2025 includes 50 new ocean-going vessels from FCCA/CLIA member cruise lines, representing 220,000 lower
berths and an investment value of $51 billion Note: Data provided by CLIA 2018 forecast based upon historical relationship between yearly capacity
increase and yearly passenger increase
WORKSHOP ON MARITIME CLUSTERS AND GLOBAL …
WORKSHOP ON MARITIME CLUSTERS AND GLOBAL CHALLENGES 50th Anniversary of OECD WP6 Challenges in the world maritime industry The
liner and tramp service continued unchanged But the world 1725 1745 1765 1785 1805 1825 1845 1865 1885 1905 1925 1945 1965 1985 2005 2025
If the dry market recovers in 2020 this
Global trends to 2030 EN - Deloitte
Global Trends to 2030 Impact on Ports Industry Rotterdam, July 2015 Nine trends shaped today’s landscape in the ports & shipping industry Trends
& developments in the past decade Globalization Source: DrewryReseach, Global impacts of ship size development and liner alliances on port
planning and productivity 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
ANALYSIS OF RECENT TRENDS IN EU SHIPPING AND …
Analysis of recent trends in EU shipping and analysis and policy support to improve the competitiveness of short sea shipping in the EU 5 Analysis of
the current, emerging and possible future trends in EU Shipping and Short Sea Shipping from the demand side 49 51 Evolution of SSS cargo
transport in the different European sea areas 49
The Impacts of Globalisation - OECD.org
2 FOREWORD This paper was prepared by James J Corbett and James Winebrake, Energy and Environmental Research Associates, the United States,
as a contribution to the OECD/ITF Global Forum on Transport and Environment in a Globalising World that will be held 10-12 November 2008 in
Guadalajara, Mexico It discusses the impacts of globalisation on international maritime transport …
Some Observations on Port Congestion, Vessel Size and ...
structural, and regulatory reasons why liner shipping companies must pursue all available efficiencies are discussed in more detail below It seems
likely that largerships will be used in the future, and carriers, port facilities and others shouldplan for their increased deployment scheduled for
2020/2025, and efforts to monitor and reduce
The beginning of the end or merely the end of the ... - HKTDC
Container Shipping Analysts - Founded January 6th, 2011 - Fully independent, private company with no interests from brokers, banks or others - 12
Analysts, Developers & Consultants in Copenhagen and Hong Kong - Management Team with combined 55 years of experience in Container Shipping
Core values: - Integrity -- Methodology - Assumptions
World Shipping Council World Trade Association of Philadelphia
shipping industry has ever faced Regardless of whether the IMO retains the effective date of this requirement as 2020 or moves it to 2025(as it may) ,
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the estimated cost impact of switching from heavy fuel oil to a 05% sulphur fuel on a global basis could be $75-$100 billion annually
Roberts Bank Terminal 2 container vessel call forecast study
•The vessel sharing agreements currently in place in all three corridors will continue to operate through 2025, with relatively few changes in the
carrier composition of each agreement •By 2030, the liner shipping industry will be dominated by seven to eight very large global carriers, six of
which will be supported directly or indirectly by
Container shipping will be lucky to break even in 2015
Container shipping will be lucky to break even in 2015 London, UK, 7 July 2015 – A toxic mixture of overcapacity, weak demand and aggressive
commercial pricing is threatening liner shipping industry profitability for the rest of 2015, according to the Container Forecaster report published by
global shipping consultancy Drewry
Challenging traditional beliefs - University of Manitoba
Challenging traditional beliefs A reflection on the state and strategies of the liner shipping industry • Goal: by 2025 to be a leading university and
reference in Latin America for higher education the liner shipping market a - (dis)economies of scale
U;S; Container Port Congesion & Related Internaional ...
shipping system becomes more efficient, shipping costs relative to the value of finished the liner shipping statutes were first enacted in 1916, is to
oversee the ocean commerce of the United States The key to that commerce, in her view, is the nation’s ports by early 2025 A sustained five percent
rate of growth would reflect what
DRY BULK SHIPPING: THE ENGINE OF GLOBAL TRADE
Dry Bulk Shipping: The Engine of Global Trade by Nicolas Bornozis The strong industrial development in the economies of China, India and
Southeast Asia, since the turn of the twenty first century, has resulted in a significant increase of the annual growth rate ofthe demand for dry bulk
commodities This in turnstrengthened the
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